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Revised yearly, STREETWISE is the best selling map of Manhattan, with coverage from the tip of

Battery Park to the top of the Bronx. Points of interest such as museums, parks and popular sites

are highlighted and fully indexed. Subway stops are clearly indicated on the main map while a

separate bus map of Manhattan is also included. Laminated for durability, accordian folded to fit

easily in your pocket or purse, STREETWISE gives you Manhattan in a clear, concise and

convenient format.
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"Don't leave home without STREETWISE." -- New York Times"In a strange city, your sense of

direction is only as good as the map in your hands. The best maps to carry are published by

STREETWISE." -- Chicago Daily Herald"STREETWISE is an absolute travel essential" -- Travel &

Leisure"STREETWISE is an absolute travel essential." -- Travel & Leisure

STREETWISE Maps, Inc. was founded in 1984 by Michael E. Brown. Before starting the company,

he worked in international publishing and acquired a fascination for maps. In 1983 Brown

envisioned a new format for a map; one which integrated convenience and modern graphics. He

wanted to create a map that would not only visually entice someone to visit a particular city, but

reward them as well with exceptional clarity, accuracy, and durability. By making the map as

aesthetically pleasing as it was functional, Brown combined his sense of design with his love of



travel. The result was an innovative consumer product. In the early years, Brown was not only

cartographer and publisher, but shipping manager as well, delivering the maps around the streets of

New York on a Harley Davidson motorcycle. STREETWISE Maps, Inc. eventually expanded into

publishing maps of cities throughout the world.

This handy dandy Manhattan waterproof map was the perfect size to carry on my walking tour of

Manhatten. It has every street, subway, attraction that you could ever want to see. AND if you use a

dry erase marker you can mark out your path and later wipe it off. I will ALWAYS buy the Streetwise

maps when I travel anywhere from now on. It was very easy to navigate, read, and comprehend.

We never got lost or took a wrong subway. Every street is clearly marked. The only problem I had

was figuring out if I was facing north, south, east, or west in the city. Once that was figured out,

everything was a piece of cake. I used this map for 5 days in NY and it still looks new because of

the laminate. No awkward paper folding, it's thin, and nearly weightless. This map is indispensible.

Arrived later than promised AND TOO LATE to take on the trip; so USELESS!

I bought this map before taking a trip to NYC. I was daunted by the thought of navigating around

Manhattan, but this map made the whole place seem smaller and much easier to figure out. It was

THE most valuable thing I brought with me on my Manhattan vacation! I really like how you can get

an overall feel of the size, shape, and layout of Manhattan, and see how all the neighborhoods fit

together.I will be moving to NYC and am currently searching for an apartment in Manhattan, and I

could not survive the apartment search without this map. It has been SO helpful. If you're thinking of

taking a trip to Manhattan, do not leave home without this map.

I discovered Streewise Manhattan in a New York City bookstore years ago. I acquired a copy, and it

quickly became my favorite map of all. Its format and sturdiness made it easy to carry with me

without the map breaking down, and it was so easy to read, and to locate everything I wanted. I

used it for years, and then - sadly - lost it.I returned to New York and checked various bookstores

there, and no one carried copies of it anymore, so I was thrilled to discover it on , and promptly

ordered a new copy. After getting used to the Streetwise maps all others seem like pale imitations.

I'm in the process of moving to NYC, and as such have been visiting to try to get aquainted with the

various neighborhoods, etc. I bought a variety of maps and tourist books to help me get around, and



ths Streetwise Manahattan map was BY FAR the most useful (much better than the Lonely Planet

New York map...).I think the thing that makes it stand out more than Lonely Planet was how the

subway stops were annotated with the specific subway lines that stop there, allowing you to plan

your travel both above and under ground. Lonely Planet's map only indicates that there is a subway

station, which is totally useless due to the variety of subway lines in NYC.

I just returned from my very first visit to the big apple and carried this map every step of the way.

This pocket map is laminated and very light to carry in a shirt pocket or back pocket of your jeans. It

has a detailed street guide as well as complete subway stops and usage. Don't leave home without

this gem! It never let me down!

I'm a big fan of Streetwise maps, and Manhattan is no exception; my only problem with it, the only

reason it doesn't get five stars, is because I'm also a big fan of the Chrysler Building, and it isn't

marked on the map. I suppose that's because it's not open to the public, unlike the Empire State,

and you don't need to know where it is in order to see it if you're in Manhattan, but still... not entirely

rational, I suppose, but a mild disappointment nonetheless.

Just what I needed for a trip to NYC so I won't get lost. It's very compact Ad will fit in a pocket or

purse.
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